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ETHICS CASE
Risk Perception, Bias, and the Role of the Patient-Doctor Relationship in
Decision Making about Cerebral Aneurysm Surgery
Commentary by Michael L. Kelly, MD, MA
Dr. Swan, a young neurosurgeon, felt a nearly palpable anxiety in the air as he
entered the examination room to see Mrs. Jones.
Mrs. Jones had been diagnosed with an unruptured cerebral aneurysm and referred to
Dr. Swan. Her primary care physician had ordered an MRI scan of her head to work
up her recurrent headaches, which were, ultimately, diagnosed as tension headaches.
However, her workup incidentally revealed a moderate-sized aneurysm of the right
posterior communicating artery.
In her initial visit, Dr. Swan had counseled Mrs. Jones that her aneurysm carried a
roughly 1 percent annual risk of rupture and that a rupture carried a roughly twothirds chance of neurologic disability or death. After conferring with his partners in
interventional neuroradiology, Dr. Swan and his team recommended craniotomy on
the basis of the characteristics of her aneurysm. In response to Mrs. Jones’s questions
about the danger of the surgery, he said, “If everything goes well, you could be out
of the hospital three days after your craniotomy and the aneurysm will be gone.
However, all surgeries have risk and this one is a complicated, delicate procedure. In
my experience, you would have a roughly 15 percent risk of suffering a stroke or
neurological deficit from surgery. The risk of wound infection, which could
potentially result in a washout surgery, is about 5-8 percent. The surgery could also
result in death, although this is rare, less than 1 percent of the time. Of course, every
patient is different and no one has ever done a study on you, but this is what our
experience tells us.” Momentarily overwhelmed, Mrs. Jones asked to postpone
treatment and think it over.
Dr. Swan reassured Mrs. Jones that, although hers was not an emergency, delaying
treatment would result in no benefit and would yet expose her to a continued risk of
neurologic catastrophe.
Several weeks later, Mrs. Jones returned to Dr. Swan’s clinic for a followup visit. Dr.
Swan scrutinized the new angiogram study he had ordered as part of her preoperative
workup. To his concern, the aneurysm appeared to have subtly increased in size.
Mrs. Jones, however, was not ready to provide consent for a craniotomy. She told
Dr. Swan: “I have been thinking about all those risks you mentioned, like disability
from stroke, and I wouldn’t want my children to see me like that. I’m a gambler. At
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my age, I might just take my chances with a tiny annual risk rather than the known
risks of going under the knife.”
Dr. Swan was taken aback. Although he had recommended surgery, he was
determined to respect his patient’s wishes. Mrs. Jones appeared to understand the
details of her medical condition and the risks and benefits of Dr. Swan’s treatment
recommendation. However, she decided not to pursue treatment because of her age
and her own self-described “gambler” disposition in the face of personal risk.
Dr. Swan was reminded of a popular magazine article he had seen, describing the
follies and errors of human risk perception in behavioral economics, especially those
risks that are rare, unfamiliar, or emotionally clouded. He wondered how informed
consent could be preserved amidst these confounding factors and biases.
Commentary
A traditional ethical analysis of this case would point out that preservation of patient
autonomy in the informed consent process is the paramount objective [1]. Mrs. Jones
must be informed of all the pertinent risks, benefits, and alternatives to the treatment
recommendation in order to make a fully informed and independent choice. A
traditional approach might simply advise that, as an adult patient with decisionmaking capacity, Mrs. Jones has the right to refuse medical care even against the
recommendations of the treating physician and family members [1].
Informed Consent and the Problem of Bias
However, informed consent and decision making are influenced by underlying
cognitive processes, which may interefere with rational judgment. Under stressful
and uncertain conditions, risk information is often misunderstood, and rational
judgment can be obscured. Cognitive tendencies, limitations, and even errors can
often influence judgment inappropriately, a problem known as “bias” [2, 3]. A
growing body of literature suggests that cognitive biases and decision-making
heuristics strongly influence decision making for both patients and physicians [2, 3].
Several types of bias may negatively impact a decision or outcome, particularly
when the stakes are high and the risks uncertain.
Informational bias. To begin with, medical information can include implicit biases
that often go unacknowledged but influence treatment decision making. Clinical
studies may compare treatment modalities or select outcome measures or time points
based on unjustified value assumptions [4]. For example, “unfavorable” neurological
outcomes are traditionally designated in research studies by a Modified Rankin Score
(mRS) greater than three, but whether or not individual patients define “unfavorable”
in that way is unknown [5]. Studies that dichotomize results in this way may reflect
research priorities rather than patient or clinician preferences. Moreover, academic
medical centers are commonly the main sites for clinical research investigations and
treatment recommendations, and this context may not reflect outcomes or available
treatment options in nonacademic or community practice settings [6].
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The effects of framing bias—including emphasizing only negative outcomes,
focusing on the impact of disability, and selectively providing details about treatment
options—have also been shown to influence patient decision making [7, 8]. Studies
demonstrate that patient perception of prognostic information strongly influences
decision making. Factors include the order in which negative information is
presented, the time frame used for outcome assessment, the use of relative versus
absolute risk reduction, the use of proportions instead of probabilities, and the
inclusion of graphical materials [9, 10]. Poor statistical literacy among patients and
physicians has also been reported as a barrier to the informed consent process [11].
The case scenario provides several examples of informational bias. Dr. Swan
emphasized the risks of intervention (e.g., 15 percent chance of neurologic deficit,
risk of death less than 1 percent) without ever reframing these statistics in more
positive terms (e.g., 85 percent chance of no neurologic deficit, greater than 99
percent chance of survival after surgery). He also described the annual risk of
aneurysmal rupture (i.e., 1 percent) without mentioning the much higher cumulative
risk over Mrs. Jones’s lifetime. In the case, Mrs. Jones actually refuses surgery based
upon the risk of neurological deficit associated with surgical intervention. Her
perception of neurological risk might have changed had Dr. Swan presented the
information differently.
Geographic bias. Geographic studies suggest that institutional factors and the local
culture of clinical practice strongly influence physicians’ practice patterns. For
example, the work of the Dartmouth Atlas group demonstrates wide geographic
variation in procedural rates for hip and knee replacements, tonsillectomy,
prostatectomy, cardiac surgery, and back surgery [12-15]. These variations appear to
be associated with local physician supply and opinion and regional infrastructure and
remain unexplained by patient-reported preferences for surgery or the prevalence of
disease in a population [16].
This phenomenon has been observed in the treatment of cerebral aneurysms.
Nonsurgical endovascular techniques for the treatment of cerebral aneurysms,
developed over the past two decades, demonstrate similar efficacy and safety profiles
as standard surgical approaches [17]. However, studies report wide institutional and
regional variations in rates of endovascular procedures, with some regions reporting
that they are used for 30 percent of all treated aneurysms and other regions reporting
rates greater than 90 percent [18]. Much of the variation appears to be related to
institutional factors such as physician expertise, equipment availability, and referral
patterns between surgeon and nonsurgeon endovascular specialists [18].
In the case scenario, Dr. Swan consults the interventional neuroradiology team for
nonsurgical treatment options but apparently does not mention to Mrs. Jones that the
recommendation for surgical treatment involved other clinicians. He does not discuss
the institutional factors and regional biases that structure his treatment decision and
may even be unaware of the regional practice customs that influence his decision
making. Dr. Swan’s own lack of endovascular expertise, the existing institutional
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referral patterns between neurosurgeons and neurointerventionalists, and regional
practice patterns may all affect his treatment recommendation. In turn, Mrs. Jones’s
limited knowledge of surgical and nonsurgical treatment techniques and outcomes
influences her appraisal of the treatment recommendations. These factors may subtly
influence the discussion of treatment options and risk perception in this case.
Individual bias. The presence of individual biases in medical decision making may
seem particularly obvious and unremarkable. However, individual biases have been
associated with very specific practice patterns, some related to life and death
decisions. A study by Garland et al. [19] showed that decisions to limit life support
were more strongly associated with the individual treating physician than with the
patient’s comorbid conditions, diagnostic category, and source of ICU admission.
Several studies demonstrate associations between a physician’s years in practice,
attitudes toward medical care, and religious beliefs with a willingness to offer
treatment or to withdraw care [20-22]. Clinicians also have professional biases. For
example, prognostic accuracy is often influenced by patients’ conditions [23, 24],
and the use of tests and procedures is associated with financial incentives [25]. Both
patients and clinicians tend to focus on how life changes after a major health event
without acknowledging aspects that remain unchanged, a cognitive bias known as
the “focusing illusion” [23, 26, 27].
In the case scenario, little personal information is exchanged between Dr. Swan and
Mrs. Jones that could help explain how indvidual biases might be influencing
decision making and the informed consent process. What is Mrs. Jones’s
understanding of neurologic deficits and the potential for rehabilitation when she
says, “I wouldn’t want my children to see me like that”? The effect of a focusing
illusion may be driving Mrs. Jones’s mostly negative perception of what her life
would be like in the event of a neurological deficit after surgery. Moreover, Dr.
Swan may be too focused on treating the aneurysm and preventing a rupture event,
rather than appreciating Mrs. Jones’s concerns about neurological disability.
Relationship and the Limits of Autonomy
At its core, the problem raised by the case scenario has much to do with how we
have come to model the informed consent process in medicine today. Under the
current paradigm, the competent patient is considered an autonomous decision maker
who must be provided with the relevant information and make an independent choice
[28]. Whether or not the patient’s decision is in accord with the physician’s
recommendation is largely irrelevant. The patient-physician relationship today is
more contractual than fiduciary, more a matter of disclosure and fair exchange than
trust.
However, our brief survey of the possible impact of bias on the informed consent
process suggests that the expectation of completely autonomous decision making is
somewhat unrealistic. From the moment a patient and physician meet, a torrent of
cognitive, geographic, and personal factors surface that can confound risk perception
and independent rational decision making. Mrs. Jones decides against treatment,
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focusing on the immediate risks of neurologic complications associated with surgical
treatment. Dr. Swan emphasizes the potentially “catastrophic” risks of not treating
the aneurysm. Doctor and patient interpret the same risk information from different
perspectives and in different ways. Dr. Swan is committed to respecting Mrs. Jones’s
wishes but remains concerned about her clinical benefit.
In this case scenario, the goal is to ensure that Mrs. Jones’s decision be informed and
autonomous. But treatment decisions, particularly in high-risk situations, require
more than simply exchanging information or eliciting preferences. A recent study by
Sulmasy et al. demonstrated that patients with serious illnesses prefer a model of
shared decision making, in which patient preferences and clinician recommendations
carry equal weight in making a treatment decision [29]. Treatment decisions in highrisk situations require a dynamic relationship between doctor and patient in which
patient preferences and clinician recommendations can interact equally to help shape
a final treatment decision.
Mrs. Jones’s refusal of treatment is then not the endpoint of the case. The goal is to
promote a shared decision between Dr. Swan and Mrs. Jones, in which Mrs. Jones
continues to follow-up with Dr. Swan and discuss treatment options and goals of
care. Dr. Swan should acknowledge the geographic and individual biases at work in
his own treatment recommendation insofar as he is aware of them and provide risk
information framed both positively and negatively. He might also provide graphical
depictions of the medical risks in the form of bar or pie charts or icon-based
pictographs to help Mrs. Jones understand such abstract information. If Mrs. Jones
remains opposed to surgery, Dr. Swan should share his concern about that decision
with her and ask her to return soon for more discussion. He cannot override her
refusal and must avoid making Mrs. Jones feel that she is being coerced. If he
believes that Mrs. Jones exposes herself to greater risk by doing nothing, he must
hope that his routine followup and discussions with her—perhaps with new evidence
of the aneurysm’s change—will cause her to reconsider her decision.
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